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Word Confusions 

Week #7 

 

Directions: Use the “Word Confusion” words provided in parenthesis to fill-in the following sentences. Write 

the correct answer in the space provided.  Keep in mind the rule or definition of each word. Be sure to write 

clearly and watch spelling! 
 

1. When we had engine trouble, the _________________ had to make an emergency landing in a nearby 

_________________. (plain , plane) 

2. If you are too _________________ to afford a sauna, _________________ hot water into a bowl to clear out 

your _________________. (pour , poor , pore) 

3. It is a strict _________________ of the school that both the faculty and _________________ appear at the 

dance. (principal , principle)  

4. “_________________ talking!” she screamed. “I need it to be _________________ so that I can study.” (quiet 

, quit) 

5. I think we have done _________________ enough for today and should _________________ for dinner. (quite 

, quit) 

6. After we _________________ enough money to build a new park, we will _________________the abandoned 

building on the corner. (raze , raise) 

7. In order to _________________ flowers, the pot should be in the sun’s direct _________________. (rays , 

raise)  

8. I am _________________ good at baseball, so I am _________________ excited to be able to play on a 

_________________ team. (real , very , really) 

9. I have already _________________ those books, except for the one with the _________________ cover. (red , 

read) 

10. You learn the _________________ way to _________________ letters while in elementary school. (write , 

right) 

11. We need to find a play_________________ to finish writing the story about a _________________ of passage, 

such as a wedding. (rite , wright) 

12. I have _________________ little children create a _________________ over a piece of candy. (scene , seen) 

13.  Though the dress may _________________ well made, that left _________________ is going to tear any 

second now. (seem , seam) 

14. Please _________________ that cloth cover _________________ that the roots will not freeze and we won’t 

have to _________________ the garden again next spring. (sow , sew , so) 

15. My eye _________________ is not very good these days so when you give me the directions to the 

_________________, please try to _________________specific landmarks. (cite , sight , site) 


